
Dungeon  beneath the city
Noz Feruth is a weird old man. He

didn't quite fit the society, so in
his early 20s he started to dig a
cave.  Almost  70  decades  later,
this is where he lives. He isn't an
aggressive  person,  and  his

traps  and  rumors  of  them
have  kept  people  away.
Possible  adventure  hooks
are:  1.  He is  sick and his

trained rat  has delivered a note to one of  the
exits  pleading  for  help.  2.  Rumors  tell  of
treasures beneath the city guarder by a weirdo.
3.  Entrepreneur(s)  have  reported  of  missing
goods and items. 4. Ghastly noises can be heard
in few cellars during the night. 5. And so on…

1, The entrance is hidden with bushes. There
are warning signs all over the outer wall. During
the evenings and nights there is a guard so no
one will accidentally venture forth.

2, Right passage is a trap. There are spurting
shrooms, very hard to spot or identify, growing
on the wall.  Walk the passage, and they spurt
poisonous  liquids  temporarily  blinding  and
making nauseous,  if  save is  failed. One of the
few relieving things is fresh air.

3, Left passage is a trap. In an archway there
is an old gelatinous cube lurking. It is too old to
chase anyone, but it will block the way.

4, Secret wall of illusion. If you know the wall is
an illusion, you can walk through it.  Otherwise
you'll just bonk your head against it. Powered by
a crystal buried on the soil.

5, Passage to the right holds a fake monster
made  of  hay  and  scrap  material.  Cleverly
arranged  fishing  lines  make  it  move  and  look
aggressive.  On  the  ceiling,  well  hidden  in  an
alcove  behind  the  monster  is  a  hatch  leading
into the cellar of a tavern.

6,  Other  way  around,  but  also  trapped.
Pressure  plate  triggers  10  poisoned  darts  (1
dmg)  with  sleeping  mixture.  Before  falling  to
sleep, victim has terrible hallucinations.

7,  Storage of  all  kinds  of  goods  in  shelves,
barrels,  chests,  everywhere.  This  section  is
deeper underground mined in solid rock keeping
goods fresher for a longer period. On the ceiling
there is a trapdoor into marketplace's well.

8, Junction, with a hole down to area 10. There
is a winch with a water bucket. A small person
can fit down. There are seven torches lit in this
area.

9, Staircase down. The narrow and dangerous
stairs curl down to area 10, right beneath area 8.
A trained giant spider is lurking on the ceiling. It
is quite harmless and lazy, as Noz is feeding it. It
flees  before  fights,  after  intimidating  and
shooting slowing webs.

10, Underwater  reservoir of  fresh  water.  A
bucket from area 8 can be lowered here to easily
collect  water.  The  source  leads  outside,  if  you
can hold your breath underwater for 25 minutes.
It  leads  just  outside  of  the  town,  near  the
barracks and stables.

11, Dead end with two hatches. Crawling few
hundred  feed  from  both  leads  you  into  the
bakery and butcher's shop. There are hooks and
ropes  attached  to  winches  to  ease  loot
transportation.

12, Master  bedroom and  treasury.  This  is
where Noz lives. His room is quite comfortable
with  books,  journals,  and  items  he's  collected
over the years. If you are a thief, this is it!
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